
Turning Suffering into Joy 
 

Romans 5:3-5 (NIV) 
Not only so, but we also rejoice in our sufferings, 

because we know that suffering produces perseverance; 
perseverance, character; and character, hope. 

And hope does not disappoint us, because God 
has poured out his love into our hearts 

by the Holy Spirit, whom he has given us.  
 
 

HOW GOD DOES IT: 
 

1. GOD PRODUCES PERSEVERANCE FROM 
SUFFERING. 

 
Def.: HUPOMENO means to abide under, to bear up  

 courageously (under suffering).  
 
 2 Cor. 7:5 (NIV) For when we came into Macedonia, 

this body of ours had no rest, but we were harassed 
at every turn--conflicts on the outside, fears within. 

 
2 Thess. 1:4-7 (NIV) 

Therefore, among God's churches we boast about your 
perseverance and faith in all the persecutions and trials 

you are enduring. All this is evidence that God's judgment 
is right, and as a result you will be counted worthy of the 
kingdom of God, for which you are suffering. God is just: 

He will pay back trouble to those who trouble you 
and give relief to you who are troubled, and to us as well. 

This will happen when the Lord Jesus is revealed 
from heaven in blazing fire with his powerful angels. 

 
Rom. 12:12 (NIV) Be joyful in hope, 
patient in affliction, faithful in prayer. 

 
 

2. GOD PRODUCES CHARACTER FROM 
PERSEVERANCE. 

 
 Def.: dokimos - tested in battle (TDNT); proof, tried  
 character. 
 

2 Cor. 2:9 (NIV) The reason I wrote you was to see 
if you would stand the test and be obedient in everything.  

 
3. GOD PRODUCES HOPE FROM CHARACTER. 

 
An expectation or belief in the fulfillment of something 
desired. Present hurts and uncertainty over what the future 
holds create the constant need for hope. Worldwide poverty, 
hunger, disease, and human potential to generate terror and 
destruction create a longing for something better. Historically 
people have looked to the future with a mixture of longing 
and fear. Many have concluded that there is no reasonable 
basis for hope and therefore to hope is to live with an illusion. 
Scripture relates being without hope to being in the world 
without God: "remember that you were at that time separated 
from Christ, alienated from the commonwealth of Israel, and 
strangers to the covenants of promise, having no hope and 
without God in the world" (Eph. 2:12). Elwell and Beitzel, Baker 
Encyclopedia of the Bible, 996. 
 

"Hope is a waking dream."  ~Aristotle 
 

Ps. 39:7 (NIV) But now, Lord, what do I look for? 
My hope is in you.  

 
4. GOD PRODUCES JOY FROM HOPE. 

 
Acts 13:52 (NIV) And the disciples were filled with joy 

and with the Holy Spirit.  
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